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The first decade of American life under the Constitution-the "Federalist Era"
of the 1790's, during which George Washington and John Adams began molding
that unique institution, the American presidency-witnessed the eruption of severe
conflict between our first political parties, the Federalists and the DemocraticRepublicans.' As students of the history of American journalism during this period
know, the press played a vital role in expounding issues and personalities of significance to the public. The most important opposition newspaper of the 1790's, when
animosity developed to President Washington and his Federalist "prime minister,"
Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton, was Benjamin Franklin Bache's
Philadelphia GeneralAdvertiser. Founded in October, 1790, this newspaper, better
known by the title Aurora which it adopted in 1794, was the Democratic-Republican
daily of greatest circulation, averaging some 1700 subscribers, at a time when most
daily journals attracted only about five hundred.2 The Aurora carried the most reliable transcribed reports of congressional debates, which were often reprinted by its
competitors. Free copies circulated extensively in taverns and under the postal frank
of Republican congressmen. Young Bache (1769-1798), Benjamin Franklin's grandson, composed stirring editorial rhetoric and further proved his devotion to enlightened thought by printing the works of Paine, Condorcet, Joseph Priestley, "Citizen"
Genet, and other radicals. Most scholars agree with Donald H. Stewart, the author
of a massive study of Jeffersonian journalism, that after 1793, when Philip Freneau's
National Gazette went out of business, the Aurora "was in all likelihood the most
influential newssheet in the country."' James Morton Smith calls Bache's paper "the
leading Republican journal," and the dean of historians of American journalism,
Frank L. Mott, dubs the Aurora "the chief Republican organ."4
Although scholars recognize the Aurora's importance, they tend to underrate
Bache's rational self-control as well as his concern for the stability of the infant
American nation, instead portraying him as a fanatical idealogue, "embittered republican visionary," "rabid partisan," and the "most vitriolic" of the anti-Washington editors. 5 Commenting on the Aurora's abuse of Washington after he signed the unpopu-.
lar, pro-British Jay Treaty in 1795, an expert on Bache invidiously concludes: "The
attack was not chiefly an attempt to rally republican sentiment, it was a black campaign of despair and frustration, of defeat and revenge. For Bache, bitterness and
contempt remained the main features of his politics right up to his premature death
in the yellow fever epidemic of 1798."' He implies that Bache made few meaningful
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contributions to America's republican political culture.
Even historians favorable to Bache have largely ignored or discounted his newspaper's high-minded, patriotic, and nonpartisan effort to rally Republican voters
behind John Adams, whom he had until then opposed, after the unique presidential
election of 1796, in which the lack of separate ballots for the two offices led Adams
to win the presidency. Democratic-Republican standard-bearer Thomas Jefferson,
who won the second highest number of electoral votes, 68 to Adam's 71, gained the
vice-presidency, his rival's former post.7 This essay will examine the Aurora's view of
Adams in the period between his election and his message to a special session of
Congress on May 16, 1797, in which he gave the first indication of the new administration's policy toward the revolutionary French republic, a critical juncture in the
burgeoning party conflict.
Though Bache's paper had been somewhat critical of Adam's "aristocratic'
views during the elections of 1791 and 1796 and had denounced his Discourses on
Davila (1790) during the controversy between "Publicola" (John Quincy Adams)
and Thomas Paine's Rights of Man in the summer of 1791, the Aurora's observations
on Adams for six months after his presidential victory stressed his effort to uphold
the Enlightenment ideal that good government rested on political man's free, uncoerced use of his independent reason. 8 The Aurora'scommentary on Adams during this
brief truce in party warfare was also greatly influenced by the intellectual legacy of
such eighteenth-century British "Country Party" writers as Viscount Bolingbroke,
John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, the first being editor of The Craftsman and the
latter two of Cato'sLetters (1721) and editors of the anti-monarchical newspaper, the
Independent Whig. These "eighteenth-century Commonwealthmen," as historian
Caroline Robbins calls them, represented a motley array of urban artisans and rural
gentry. They had opposed Prime Minister Robert Walpole, who used bribes, pensions, and patronage to secure majorities in the House of Commons favorable to his
policies. Abhorring "factions" and "parties" as dangerous to community well-being
and social stability, they instead espoused the concept of a "Patriot King," an independent statesman who decided questions of national policy solely on the basis of
morality, justice, and public welfare.? As Bolingbroke eloquently phrased it in The
Idea ofa PatriotKing (1738): "Instead of abetting the divisions of his people, he will
endeavor to unite them, and to be himself the center of their union; instead of
putting himself at the head of one party in order to govern his people, he will put
himself at the head of his people in order to govern, or more properly to subdue, all
parties."'1 Bolingbroke's views were respected by many American leaders, including
Jefferson and Adams."
At first, the Aurora's writers, without substantive confirming evidence, could
only hope that Adams would reverse the Anglophile policies of the Washington
administration. "An American" optimistically predicted: "I rather believe that he
[Adams] will conquer his affection for Great Britain and his dislike to democratic
republicanism, and seeing that the tranquility and prosperity of the country depend,
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in a great degree upon preserving a good understanding with the French Republic,
departing from the line of conduct which has hitherto stampt our executive administration British, he will pursue a line of conduct more worthy of a free people.",'
Believing that British depredations on American commerce, impressment of
American seamen, and arrogance toward their former colonies constituted a potential danger to national sovereignty, Democratic-Republicans also thought that the
French Revolution, despite its violence and instability, would increase the happiness
and prosperity of the majority in the long run. To ensure the public good and the
success of representative government, therefore, the Aurora's contributors suggested
that Adams alter his predecessor's policies.
At the same time, the Aurora emphasized Jeffersonian admiration for the new
president's talents, and insisted that they would cheerfully accept Adams's election.
One writer, although admitting that he had favored Jefferson, considered Adams "a
man of abilities, virtue and patriotism." The author believed that despite "speculative opinions" in his books in support of aristocracy, Adams's respect for public opinion and the Constitution would guide him: he would "make us a good republican
President," acknowledge previous "errors," and join the "stream" in support of popular government, "in preference to persevering in error, thro' obstinacy.""3 A wise and
statesmanlike figure, Adams should be capable of using his reason to lead the new
nation toward a freer, happier future.
At this juncture the newspaper's columns stressed the Enlightenment ethos
that each man was competent to exercise his reason in making political decisions
without coercion from any other. Deploring the existence of parties and factions,
they regarded them as impediments to objectivity. When one joined a "faction," they
warned, he became the unthinking tool of its leaders, and would inevitably, unwittingly lose his freedom of action at their hands. Bache went so far as to charge that
those invidious institutions, monarchy and aristocracy, had evolved out of selfish
factional groups. In his editorial column, "Philadelphia," he explained, "The instrument by which extensive mischiefs have in all ages been perpetuated, has been the
principle of many men being reduced to mere machines in the hands of the few.
Man, while he consults his own understanding, isthe ornament of the universe," but
"when he surrenders his reason, and becomes the partisan of implicit faith and
implicit obedience, is the most mischievous of all animals."'4 Republican writers
exhorted members of both parties to stand behind a government of national unity.
They proposed, "Let reason prescribe bounds to enthusiasm, and differences in
opinion cease to be considered as proofs of base principles and sinister designs!"'5
Unlike the independent, rational statesman Bache hoped Adams would personify, the party man, who feared to exert his will to depart from rules laid down for
him by others, had a quality of servility that bordered on the inherently immoral:
"Depravity would have gained little ground ... if every man had been in the exercise of his independent judgment." "Ceasing to examine every proposition that
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comes before him for the direction of his conduct," Bache warned, the partisan "is
no longer the capable subject of moral instruction; he is, in the instant of submission,
the blind instrument of every nefarious purpose of his principal."'fi Not only was the
party man immoral, Bache implied. His abnegation of his free will and reason made
him, in a sense, a slave.
In light of this vehement denunciation of partisanship, it seemed logical for
Bache's newspaper to follow the Commonwealthmen in concluding that the nation
needed a president who, like Bolingbroke's "Patriot King," applied principles of reason to the conduct of government and played the role of an enlightened, independent statesman. Moreover, Adams's writings, notably his voluminous Defence of the
Constitution of Government of the United States (1787-1788), had glorified the idea of
an independent executive who stood above conflicts between the rich aristocracy and
poor commoners, and mediated their disputes in accordance with the "public good."
Bache could take solace from this perspective. The ideal of the president as a benign,
paternalist figure still resonated strongly with the voters; it was one of the reasons for
Washington's persisting popularity despite public disapproval of many of his policies.
The Aurora could manipulate these "affections" to rally the support of the
Democratic-Republican rank-and-file behind Adams, and exploit its new attitude
toward "His Rotundity" as a token of their confidence. Though the Aurora had supported Jefferson during the election of 1796, it had largely avoided personal abuse of
Adams. Its opposition primarily consisted of reprinting Tench Cole's "Federalist" articles, which had originally appeared in John Fenno's Hamiltonian Gazette of the
United States, as well as a few essays from others newspapers that denounced Adams's
monarchical sympathies.27

The first contested presidential campaign had been scurrilous, but Bache had
confined himself primarily to praising Jefferson. His journal now sought to encourage Adams to exemplify disinterested "republican virtue" in the months following his
election. Although Federalists derided Bache's abrupt volte-face, the shift was actually less extreme than they pretended. Since little of Bache's political correspondence
for this period has survived, we must turn to the Aurora's editorials to gauge his
intent.

In February 1797, Bache's paper began to stress Adams' aloofness from the
objectionable policies of Washington and Hamilton, especially the odious Jay's
Treaty. Its pro-British clauses had caused the French Government to break off diplomatic relations and seize American shipping in the West Indies. The Aurora reported
that "the federal or British party, and particularly Jay and Hamilton, are disappointed at the election of Mr. Adams as president." They had allegedly favored the relatively unknown candidate. Minister to Spain Thomas Pinckney, hoping to "confine
Mr. Adams another four years to the insignificant and unimportant office" of vice
president. Hamilton might be able to control Pinckney, but the independent-minded Adams was another matter. "A Correspondent" commended the Braintree states-
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man for his minor role in devising Washington's programs, which had largely
emanated from Hamilton. At the same time he upbraided the administration for
excluding Adams from the cabinet's deliberations. 'Whence has this arisen?" Bache
inquired. "Was it from a belief that the Vice President wanted talents or integrity?
Was it from an opinion, that he was not deserving of confidence?" It was because
Adams opposed Hamilton's schemes, Bache replied to his rhetorical query.P9
With such considerations in mind, Democratic-Republican praise for Adams
escalated its intensity. When he bade farewell to the Senate in February, 1797, a formal expression of his gratitude for having served as its presiding officer and his hope
that no "more permanent body" would be necessary to protect property rights, the
Aurora reprinted a New York editorial that acclaimed the speech as one that would
"be read with pleasure by the American Republicans." Adams might be the independent statesman Americans had been waiting for and had mistakenly thought
Washington embodied:
The republicans are well satisfied with the election of Mr. Adams; they have reason to believe that he is a firm and upright patriot-that he will not commit
his conscience to the keeping of any one but judge for himself and pursue the
real good of his country-Nor have they any apprehension of his putting himself at the head of a party as his predecessor has done.
Jeffersonians sought to depict the new president as an independent statesman,
the personification of Bolingbroke's "Patriot King," transformed into a republican
figure. They predicted Adams would impartially appoint his former opponents to
office and redress French grievances. He would be guided by his own judgment, andnot be the pawn of "faction." Unlike Washington, who had appointed "the greatest
tories ... to confidential places, merely because they were of his party," Adams would
"distribute public offices among men of probity and talents, and not select those only
who may approve of his administration." Republicans implied that Adams should
follow Bolingbroke's advice and select men of diverse viewpoints, thereby maintaining "the balance of a great, if a well poised empire." His goal, like a Patriot
King/President, should be "to espouse no party, but to govern like the common
father of his people."20
Persevering in the hope that Adams would strive for impartiality, Jeffersonians
felt justified in concluding with the Aurora: "Upon the whole, America has a right to
rejoice in the prospect she has of a wise and virtuous administration under two such
distinguished patriots as Adams and Jefferson." Another Democratic-Republican
newspaper, the New York Journal, concurred on Inauguration Day: "That his administration may be propitious to the spirit and intention of our late revolution, and to
the true dignity, peace and happiness of the people of our empire, is the sincere wish
of every good citizen."2' An optimistic Wilmington correspondent viewed Adams as
a Patriot President who would reject pressures from special interests in his quest to
implement the people's will. Unlike the haughty and majestic Washington, Adams
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would guarantee the success of representing government, he predicted. With "the
retirement of the President," he thought it could be "reasonably . .-. expected, the
Aristocrats will again gradually sink into their primitive nothingness;-and that the
cause of Republicanism, under the administration of Adams will acquire important
vigor." Adams's leadership in the Continental Congress and as minister abroad during the critical Revolution and Confederation epoch suggested that he would "disappoint the British faction, act like a genuine Republican and not prove himself an
apostate to the Liberty and Independence of his country, by disgracing his conduct
during our late glorious revolution." 22 He would not kowtow to erstwhile "aristocrats.
The principles of revolutionary republicanism had taken root in America's
French ally, and Bache hoped Adams would support them against the "High
Federalists" Secretary of State Timothy Pickering and Secretary of the Treasury Oliver
Wolcott, who followed Hamilton in their contempt for popular rule and amenability to a Franco-American war. Adams wanted peace with the French Republic, Bache
insisted, and "his first solicitude will be to close the breach and restore harmony."
Bache lent credence to rumors that Adams had opposed Jay's Treaty, and "had
declared in presence of one of the Senators ... that he could have made a better one
ten years ago." Obviously, Adams had not fallen under "British influence," as Bache
thought Washington regrettably had. Especially after the new President's friends had
reportedly informed him of a Hamiltonian plot to thwart his election, he "takes care
how he suffers himself to be led, as Mr. Washington had been, by this gentleman."23
Bache believed Hamilton's alleged electoral conspiracy had served to strengthen
Adams's political independence.
While reflecting his own effort to conciliate the Democratic-Republicans,
Adams's inaugural address on March 4, 1797, evinced the new President's basic hostility toward an opposition party. Although professing "a love of virtuous men of all
parties and denominations" and "an equal and impartial regard to the rights, interests, honor, and happiness of all the States to the Union, without preference or regard
to a northern or southern, eastern or western position," he simultaneously
denounced "the spirit of party . .. and the pestilence of foreign influence, which is
the angel of destruction to elective governments." He firmly pledged his support to
the Constitution and American republic. Denying that he had ever wished for a
Senate or executive "more permanent" than those the Constitution had established,
he affirmed his disdain for aristocracy and monarchy. Representative democracy was
the best form of government for the United States, he assured his listeners, and the
American people had proven its viability. 24
Despite Adams's praise of Washington and promise to support his policies,
Bache enthusiastically gave the address his "most unreserved" approbation. His newspaper praised the tenor of its political sentiments. "It is so long since the citizens of
America heard an acknowledgement on the part of their executive that all power was
derived from the people, that they had almost forgot their government was a repre-
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sentative one," the Aurora pointed out. Adams's speech also revealed his sympathy for
states' rights, an integral part of the Jeffersonian ideology. "It has hitherto been too
common to degrade the sovereignty of the several states, and to treat them as mere
subordinate corporations," Bache pointed out, obviously alluding to Alexander
Hamilton's philosophy of governmental centralization. But Adams defended constitutional government, a fact which would cause "anti-republicans to foam." New York
City Republicans likewise predicted that Hamiltonians would be disappointed by
Adams's moderate address, which they hailed as the dawn of a
NEW AERA.... How the speech of the new President will suit the appetites

of the friends of the old administration, we shall not hastily enter upon-but we
dare congratulate the friends of Republican Virtue, on the auspicious prospect
which is presented before them by the patriotic speeches of John Adams,
President, and Thomas Jefferson, Vice-President of the United States.2 5
Encouraged by Adam's avowed impartiality toward the sections of the union
and his promise to appoint "virtuous men" to federal posts, the Aurora thought such
good will "reflects the highest honor on him ... A striking contrast this to the example of his predecessor in office! May he persevere in it uninfluenced by the menaces
or machinations of artful and designing men!" 2 6 By appointing his former opponents
to government positions, Adams would show the sincerity of his pleas for an end to

party conflict.27
The Aurora continued to print praise of Adams's inaugural address in following
weeks. One contributor noted that Adams's determination to support the
Constitution "pure and inviolate," his desire for peace with France, support of states'
rights, and willingness to adopt other aspects of the Republican creed "cannot fail to
be completely satisfactory to the candid and dispassionate." Republicans thought
that message marked the president's dissociation from his former allegiance to the
Federalist party: "It is the address of a fellow citizen, who will not deign to become
the President of a Party, but the President of the United States."28
At the same time, Jeffersonians acclaimed their acquiescence in Adams's election, the first democratic presidential contest in the history of the world, as a landmark in the evolution of republicanism. The peaceful transfer of power after a bitterly fought campaign was "a spectacle grateful, in the highest degree, to every advocate of representative government," an event of international significance of which
the Democratic-Republicans were proud. By concurring in their opponent's election,
they had shown the world that peaceful democracy was "compatible with the strictest
harmony and order." Nevertheless, Adams's conciliatory inaugural address had made

such unity possible: "We find the strenuous opposition made to Mr. Adams, pending the election, melt into a peaceful acquiescence with the declared majority, and a
manly confidence in his integrity and love of country, supersede the doubts and fears,
which certain speculative opinions of his had given birth to."29
Believing him independent of Washington's advisors and trusting his ability to
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use his own reason to decide critical issues, Adams's "former opponents," the Aurora
asserted, were "willing to weigh his measures with candor." If Adams relied on his
own judgment, "A Correspondent" was confident that his administration would correct Washington's errors and restore peace and prosperity. As he put it: "It is universally admitted that Mr. Adams is a man of incorruptible integrity, and that the
resources of his own mind are equal to the duties of his station; we may flatter ourselves, that his measures will be taken with prudence, that he will not become the
head of a party, and that he will not be the tool of any man or set of men." 30
Like the ideal "Patriot King" of Bolingbroke's writings, Adams, Republicans
hoped, would fulfill the role of a leader above partisanship. Quoting the inaugural
address once again as evidence of the new President's high-minded virtue, impartiality, republicanism, and friendship for France, they exclaimed, "Let it be compared
with any of his predecessor's, and they must hide their diminished heads in the comparison. How honorable are these sentiments! How characteristic of a patriot!"
Adams was much to be preferred to Washington, whose "anathemas against particular descriptions of citizens" in his message condemning the Democratic Societies
after, the Whiskey Rebellion, in November, 1794, still aroused Jeffersonian wrath.
The Aurora praised Adams for intending to pursue a contrary policy, "to soothe the
irritated public mind and to harmonize the different parties. May Heaven grant success to his labors, and his reward be in the fruition of his endeavors and the plaudits
of his country." 3 ' Republicans like Bache thus hoped for a coalition government in
which they would have an equal voice with their opponents under Adams's benign,
dispassionate supervision.

"A Correspondent" was confident that Adams would "extricate" the country
peacefully from the controversy with the French Directory. He suggested that the
President summon the Senate into special session, "either to co-operate in issuing a
new commission, with extraordinary powers" for Charles C. Pinckney, whom the
Washington Administration had dispatched as American minister to France at the
dose of 1796, "or appointing some other person as envoy extrodinary to the
Republic." Rumors that the Directory, the French executive board, had summarily
rejected Pinckney alarmed "A Correspondent," who feared war unless Adams sent a
special delegation. "We have one hope left, and that lies in the prudence and ability
of Mr. Adams," he wrote. "He declares himself the friend of France, and this friendship, together with the interests of our country, which he believes are reciprocal, will
lead him by all means in his power to effect a reconciliation with our injured allies." 32
In popularized form, the conception of Adams that the Aurora and other
Jeffersonian newspapers propagated during the brief hiatus in party warfare early in
1797 bore similarities to that of the idealized "founders of states" depicted in political theory. The image they sought to convey of an independent statesman who
embodied Enlightenment ideals of rationality, the skills and wisdom of Plato's
Philosopher King and Aristotle's aristoi, and the creative Legislator envisioned by
Francis Bacon, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and in the Founding Fathers' own political
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fantasies, was larger than life. He would surmount and unite all parties in the pursuit
of the common good. 33
Less than a quarter-century earlier, the soon-to-be American revolutionaries
who now revered representative democracy had protested their loyalty to George III's
monarchy and disavowed the desire for an independent republic23 But in 1797, while
upholding the ideal of the "Patriot President," the Aurora's writers made clear, by the
content of their commentary, that they respected and would continue to support
Adams only on the condition that he persevere as a "republican," a "citizen," and a
"patriot" in the style of his Inaugural Address, and not betray any partiality for
monarchy, or monarchies like the British. 35
At the same time, at least for public consumption, the Democratic-Republicans
and their foremost editor, Bache, espoused a "republican" variant of an ostensibly
undemocratic ideal, whose most prominent advocate, Viscount Bolingbroke, had
once been a royalist.36 Shrewdly, they appealed to public receptivity toward the vision
of an impartial, reasonable moderator, in the process identifying their own party with
that laudable type of leadership. As Benjamin Franklin had observed in a speech to
the Constitutional Convention in June, 1787, there was "a natural Inclination in
Mankind to kingly Government," because even republicans would "rather have one
Tyrant than 500. It gives them more of the Appearance of Equality among Citizens."
At least potentially, his grandson's readers sought in John Adams, the Jeffersonians'
recent opponent, the fulfillment of a Patriot King's role. They trusted him to override the traumatic party conflict and establish national unity, resuscitating the virtue
of the people and their wayward representatives. 3 7
"The people" constituted the other side of the equation of political power in
the United States, and Bache esteemed this "revolutionary" facet of republicanism
more than he did the vestiges of monarchy upheld in the presidential office. Thus on
March 15, 1797, following news of Pinckney's rejection by the Directory, the Aurora,
along with other Democratic-Republican newspapers, thought an appeal to the voters was imperative. Believing that France had appropriately dismissed Pinckney in
retaliation for the unfair Jay Treaty, which aided her enemy England, the Aurora and
the New York Journal, in identically worded articles, recommended the treaty's repeal
and urged public protests to induce President Adams to adopt a peaceful policy:
Americans reflect!-It is time to express to the Federal Government, in respectful but firm language, your sentiments on the alarming state of your public
affairs-let the President know there is nothing you wish for so much as peace
and friendship with France-nothing you deprecate so much as war with that
Republic, or an alliance offensive and defensive with Great Britain.-If the
British treaty must be the price of this peace and friendship, in God's name let it
go-it was founded in iniquity, it was carried by art and corruption, and there is
no way of healing our wounded honor, or repairing our violated faith, but in
rescinding the articles of that execrable contract, which have given just umbrage
to our allies.A
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Here was a Democratic-Republican variant of the "Patriot President" theme:
Although the President exercised his own reason, he must be mindful of the wishes
of his constituents in making his final decision. Only the people themselves, on
whom the government in a "representative democracy" rested, could save the nation
from the perils of war, by an appeal to independent-minded, republican President
Adams. Significantly, Bache argued that Adams, if he received public remonstrances,
would yield to the popular will and make peace with the French. Bache thereby
pointedly qualified his ideal of the independent statesman who obeyed only his own
reason, to conform to the reality of American republicanism and the DemocraticRepublican interest in the preservation of peace.3 9
Following news of Pinckney's rejection, the Hamiltonian press, aware that a
showdown was impending with the Democratic-Republicans over Adams's response,
sought his support by deriding the sincerity of their protestations of loyalty and
friendship for the new president.Ao Hard pressed to refute these charges, Jeffersonians
emphasized the old friendship between Jefferson and Adams, the conciliation offered
in the inaugural address, and the disreputable motives of his opponents, the execrable
"British faction." In addition to Hamilton's backing of Thomas Pinckney for
President, Adams's inaugural address had convinced Jeffersonians that he was an
"independent republican . . . determined to be President of the United States, and

not the chief of a faction." Far from mere whim, the new Jeffersonian adherence to
Adams was the result of an evaluation of these recent, substantive events. A New York
correspondent explained, "They then, and not until then, proffered him that just
tribute of praise, which none but a zealot would have grudged." 4 ' By assuming an
independent posture, Adams had thwarted Hamiltonian plans to reduce him to an
"automaton" and dictate policy toward France:
The royal Britishfaction are extremely incensed at the Republicans for confiding
in Mr. Adams, and for commending him for his inauguration speech.... They

flattered themselves that he would become an automaton in their hands, and that
he would respond to any sentiment and to any measure which they might think
proper to dictate; but finding that Mr. Adams has a will and an understanding of

his own, and that he is by no means disposed to become the pupil of Mr.
Hamilton, who endeavored to make Mr. Pinckney supersede him, they are overwhelmed with disappointment and mortification.42

Rather than be a contemptible, robot-like tool of party, President Adams was
free from the manipulation or designs of others. His independence and devotion to
the public good were the only hope for national salvation, Bache warned. Despite
critical party divisions at home and French spoliations abroad, the Aurora was confident that Adams could overcome these difficulties through the exercise of energetic,
virtuous leadership. "This is a moment that demands deliberate prudence and dispassionate energy," a contributor asserted. "The President expressed his intention to
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submit all differences to negotiation; may success, happiness and tranquility yet await
his measures." 43
The insistence by Bache and other Jeffersonians in the Aurora on Adams's virtuous republicanism was more than mere jockeying for political advantage; it was a
consistent theme in the republican press of Philadelphia, Boston, and New York during the first weeks of his presidency, reflecting the prevailing ambivalence toward
political parties. It was later abandoned only with reluctance.4
Adams's frugal habits indicated he had not lost his republican virtue. He had
dressed simply for his inauguration, and owned a two-horse carriage rather than a sixhorse equipage like President Washington." As the Aurora, speaking for the
Jeffersonians, explained, Adams's inaugural address had convinced them to "consult
him instead of his book"-A Defense of the Constitutionsof Government of the United
States, which Adams had written in 1786-1787, supporting an aristocratic branch of
the legislature to check popular rule-"and they are sanguine from the cast of his sentiments, that republicanism will be countenanced, peace with our allies preserved, no
hydra of a British faction nurtured, and that all men of virtue will be equal in his estimation, that he will be the president of the people, and not a party."46 Should Adams
adhere to this program, he would fulfill the role of the Patriot President, the ruler
who consulted the wishes of the majority of his constituents ("The People"), while
simultaneously accommodating conflicting interests with lofty decisions. He would
rule through his example as well as his policies. As Bache had put it several years earlier, the virtuous leader revealed to the "moral eye" of his people a "living example"
of "whatever is lovely and heroic in affections and conduct, or what isnearest to those
pictures genuine copies of manners, that it may learn easily to separate between the
fair and harmonious, the deformed and dissonant." 4" Like Bolingbroke's magnanimous figure, Adams, guided by the intention to promote the public good, would
restore national harmony and end the threat to republican unity-or at least so
Democratic-Republicans hoped.
When Adams called a special session of Congress, the first in the young nation's
history, most observers guessed that Pinckney's recent dismissal was the reason. Bache
and other editors had suggested that he ask Congress to meet in order to choose a
special commission to negotiate with the Directory. They greeted his action enthusiastically, in contrast to skeptical Democratic-Republican leaders Jefferson and James
Madison, who questioned the President's motives.4" Praising Adams's "disposition to
consult the wishes of the people" by convening Congress, Bache argued that the
President thereby upheld the principles of representative government, a good omen
for peace though distasteful to the Hamiltonian cabinet, which Bache assumed
Adams had bypassed in favor of the popularly chosen legislature.49 As one writer put
it, the President thus "shews a profound judgment of his own, and that when he
wishes for counsel in high matters he looks to a popular representation for it, rather
than to an official council."50 Jeffersonians in Boston and New York concurred,
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depicting Adams as a man solicitous of the public will. Rather than consult the aristocratic elite Washington had chosen as his advisers-men who had not been confirmed by popular vote-he "isfor obtaining the sentiments of 'The People' by their
Representatives," they asserted.5' Whether or not its remarks were sincere, the
Democratic-Republican press wished to convey to its readers a belief that Adams
intended to be a true representative of the people, the "democratic element" in the
"mixed constitution" he propounded."2 Perhaps this gloss on Adams's motives temporarily assuaged their fear of what Congress, with its small Federalist majority,
might do when it convened.
As the date of the special session approached, Bache increased the tempo of his
peace campaign. He continued to insist that an "envoy Extraordinary" would resolve
differences with France and that "pacific measures will be pursued" by Adams. Still
proclaiming the new president an "independent republican," Bache emphasized
Adams's virtuous behavior. Renewing his praise of the "true dignity" of the inaugural ceremonies, he observed, "It is a circumstance very auspicious to our country, that
this isthe kind of dignity the President means to display."5 Unfortunately, Bache and
other Jeffersonian editors based their exalted assessment of Adams as a latter-day
Cato above party influence on the slender evidence of a few symbolic gestures. Their
enthusiasm did not outlast the special session.

When the special session began on May 15, 1797, Congress, responding to the
crisis, assembled a quorum much more quickly than usual. 4The first item of business, however, was not discussion of the perilous Franco-American situation but the
election of the clerk of the House of Representatives, a post held since 1789 by John
Beckley, a leading Democratic-Republican strategist who had been responsible for
Jefferson's victory in Pennsylvania in the recent election. The previously indifferent
Federalists mobilized their forces to remove him, an indication of the increased party
hostility since Pinckney's rejection by the French government; he fell short of re-election by one vote on the first day of the session."5
Bache took the lead in the Democratic-Republican counter-attack on this resurrection of factional spirit, at the same time revealing his own antipathy to party
strife, in elaboration of the views he had expressed encouraging a nonpartisan administration under Adams. Castigating Federalist efforts against Beckley as factious malice against a man who had competently performed his job, notwithstanding his political views, Bache contended they had dismissed Beckley "because he acted like a freeman, according to his own conscience and the dictates of his own understanding;
because he was not a tool of faction, but would think for himself. In this the treatment a faithful servant of the public is to receive because he has an opinion of his
own?" 56 Like his recent praise of Adams, Bache's comments on Beckley's defeat sup-
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ported the Enlightenment ideal of the rational, independent statesman who used his
judgment free from influence or manipulation. According to the Aurora, Beckley, a
capable government officer who had been removed by the Federalists (in an early
instance of the "spoils system") out of partisan motives, upheld this ideal:
The dismissal of John Beckley from the office of clerk of the house of representatives isaspecimen of party ranchor [sic] that has seldom been equaled even in
the annals of federalism. Mr. Beckley has served inthat capacity eight years, during which he has conducted himself with acknowledged fidelity and ability. The
experience he has acquired isnow lost to the public, thro' the party animosity of
a few bustling individuals. A man's private opinions, it appears, are to be the test
of his fitness to officers
It was vital to good government that a nation's citizens discern the general good
based on their own honest perceptions, uncolored by the threats of "factions."
Beckley's removal flagrantly violated this ethos-at least in the eyes of Bache's writers.
Much more important, Adams's speech to the special session dashed Bache's
hopes for party reconciliation. Apparently in anticipation of war with France, the
President advocated increased appropriations for national defense: funding to finish
construction of three frigates; arming and convoying of merchant ships; a strengthened militia; additional cavalry and artillery units for the regular army; and creation
of a provisional army to enter service in the event of war with France. Although
Adams also proposed sending a special mission to renew negotiations, his recommendation for increased armaments dwarfed its significance."8
Dumbfounded at the President's apparent reversal of his conciliatory policy
toward the opposition, Bache denounced Adams's address (which he printed on May
17) as a "war speech" that made dear he had become the tool of Secretary of State
Pickering and the warmongers in the cabinet: "From the temper which a great man
shewed in his speech on Tuesday to a great assembly we are unavoidably led to believe
that his men Timothy [Pickering] and Oliver [Wolcott] have fed him upon pepperpot these three weeks past in order to bring his nerves to a proper anti gallian [sic]
tone." 59 Instead of acting rationally and independently, Adams had permitted the
hated cabinet to dominate him. He was no longer eligible to wear the Patriot
President's mantle, but like George III in 1776, he had betrayed those he was obligated to serve, and taken counsel from evil ministers who put their selfish desire for
power and "influence" above their country's welfare.10
Alarmed, the Auroravoiced its apprehension that Adams intended war and only
sought to deceive the French and American peoples by offering new negotiations.
"With such a specimen of the disposition of our executive as the President's speech
affords ... the sending an envoy would be little better than a farce; and where would
the puppet be found to act it?," Bache argued. The only hope for peace lay in con-
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gressional rejection of Adams's bellicose proposals; should the legislative follow the
President's lead, "the only measure adviseable is to arm; and in the meantime send a
man to France (if one can be found fit for the dirty business) to amuse the French
until we are in tolerable readiness to join the coalition" of powers aligned against the
new republic.6 ' By ignoring Albion's "depredations" on American shipping, Adams
had made it painfully clear that he was under British "influence."62
Now viewing Adams's friendly Inauguration Day comments on France and the
Democratic-Republicans as insincere, Bache recanted his earlier praise of the
President. He regretted that the Jeffersonians had been duped into the belief that he
would be nonpartisan and independent, when in fact the "President by three
votes"-Adams's electoral majority in 1796 -was actually committed to the "British
party" which sought war:
Whatever may be said of the President by three votes, he has certainly one characteristic feature, that of dissimulation. From the time of his appointment to the
present moment he has completely deceived the people, who were led by his
inauguration speech and other circumstances to believe, that he was of no party,
and that he was under no extraneous influence. Thanks to him, however, he has
thrown aside the masque, and we must see him in propriapersona."
The impetus behind Bache's efforts to conciliate Adams, the hope that the
Democratic-Republicans could persuade him to adopt a friendly policy toward
France, was now in large measure gone. Therefore Bache turned to the people for
support, as in the past. His appeal was couched in the democratic language of a popular party, and pointed to his advocacy of the ideal of majority rule as well as more
immediate considerations in his struggle to preserve peace.'
Adams by no means represented the people, Bache asserted. Had the electors
been chosen by popular vote in all of the states "the President by three votes" would
surely have lost.6 5 The new President was merely the pawn of the British and Tory fac-

tions who abhorred democracy, sought to eradicate the French Revolution, and
"think themselves delegated by Heaven or Hell to govern, and that the American people are asses made by nature to bear any burdens, even an additional burden of fifty
or an hundred millions of dollars to carry into effect the extravagant and barbarous
schemes of a weak old man." Rather than a revered exemplar of patriotic independence and virtuous pursuit of the public good, Bache now despised Adams as a "weak
old man" in his "dotage" who had allowed scheming advisers to seize the decisionmaking power. The acuteness of the Aurora's abuse reflected the intensity of the
Jeffersonians' disappointment in Adams's failure to fulfill their expectations. At the
same time, the newspaper responded to this unfortunate sequence of events by an
appeal to the ideal of popular rule as well as the reality of the increased taxes required
to fight France."
The Aurora's criticism of Adams did not abate after the announcement on May
31, 1797, of the appointment of a three-man special mission to France, including the
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rejected minister Pinckney, Virginia Federalist legislator John Marshall, and
Massachusetts judge Francis Dana. Since these men were committed Federalists and,
Bache suspected, hostile to France, he interpreted Adams's action as merely one more
step toward war. According to the Aurora, the President's choice of envoys demonstrated his insincerity; he was only going through the motions of conciliation to placate and deceive public opinion. "Can it be supposed that success will attend this
negotiation when the persons who are nominated, will carry with them the temper
of a British faction, instead of the temper and sensibility of the people of the United
States?," one of its correspondents argued. "Disguise it as they will the disposition of
the presidential party is for war, and if they can effect it by such means as will deceive
the people, war we shall have. "67

Since the President had defaulted in his role of virtuous independent statesman,
Bache now placed his reliance on Congress and the people for the preservation of
peace. But the rupture between Adams and the Jeffersonians had its note of pathos.
With bitterness and a hint of nostalgia, "A Correspondent" asserted, "If ever a man
played the hypocrite for the purpose of the basest deception the President by three
votes is the man-When he delivered his inauguration speech he pretended to be the
friend of the French Republic and many who were ignorant of his real character supposed him sincere." He had proposed a peace commission, not because he sought to
avert war, but because he knew that Congress would refuse to declare hostilities. The
commissioners' Francophobia betrayed the President's motive-to lull the American
people into believing his aim was conciliation, when in fact "WAR is their object."
Though Adams plotted wickedly, "pretend[ing] to negotiate to deceive the people
and to unite them against France afterwards by persuading them that every endeavour was made to accommodate," his devious "measures cannot deceive" the common
sense of the American people. 68
By contrast with his constituents, the President had apparently lost his senses.
"A Correspondent" argued that Adams's May 16 speech to Congress "manifests the
temper of a man divested of his reason, and wholly under the dominion of his passions." It seemed only logical, therefore, for the American people to "come forward
in a manly tone of remonstrance to induce Mr. Adams to resign the helm to safer
hands," since he had "committed himself too far to retract" his belligerent conduct
toward France and national self-interest had irreparably suffered as a result. Adams's
metamorphosis in the Aurora'spages from a would-be Patriot President, who embodied reason and objectivity, to an irrational, demonic character could hardly have been
more extreme. 69
* **

The Philadelphia Aurora's abortive attempt (joined by other DemocraticRepublican newspapers) at cooperation with Adams early in 1797 indicated that even
so fierce a partisan as Benjamin Franklin Bache had not yet outgrown (at least in the-
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ory) the legacy of Bolingbroke, the "Real" Whigs, and the classical republicans. Like
these men, following a tradition that went back to Plato and Aristotle, the Aurora had
stressed the need for independence and impartiality among the nation's political leadership. Bache's newspaper, during this epoch of the first presidential interregnum,
seemed to agree with British thinkers like John Toland, a founder of the British
Country Party at the beginning of the century, that party men had surrendered their
freedom of thought and were "no longer voluntary agents, but so many Engines
merely turned about by a mechanic motion."lo Paradoxically, the reputedly fanatically partisan Aurorahesitated to accept the existence of two irreconcilable political parties until Adams's message to Congress blasted Democratic-Republican hopes.
Unfortunately, several historians who have studied this period have tended to
adopt the view of Bache's scurrilous journalistic competitors and detractors, William
Cobbett, John Fenno, and Noah Webster (the great lexicographer). Other scholars
employ more temperate language, but they seem to follow Fenno, whose Gazette of
the United States labeled Bache a "poor, silly, emaciated dupe of Franch villainy,"
whose loyalty to revolutionary France and the Jefferson party suggested that "he must
be well paid for his infamous services." Fenno berated Bache's alleged "lady-like
squeamishness," an appropriate trait for "this miserable tool of the most abandoned
faction that ever disgraced a free country." Even when the Aurora praised the moderation of Adams's inaugural address, Fenno commented sullenly that "the only credit
that any man can derive from that paper (which has been not inaptly styled the
"Infernal Gazette") is to receive its abuse." Webster's New York paper, the American
Minerva, similarly found Bache's sudden approval of Adams evidence of his "shameless, unblushing effrontery." But Webster predicted that "the bait is too thinly disguised to beguile that old and cautious statesman." "Peter Porcupine" (Cobbett)
bluntly charged Bache with hypocrisy, reminding his readers that in the past, "there
is no species of turpitude that this base hireling of France has not imputed to Mr.
Adams." Jeffersonian fawning made clear that "there is nothing too barefaced, too
brutally base, for the Democratic faction ofAmerica," he warned. In more restrained,
less embittered tones, James Tagg, Bache's most thorough biographer, somewhat
agrees with these Federalist editors. He implies that Bache's short-lived support for
Adams was, at least in part, "calculated and cynical," "a sly desire to manipulate, insofar as he could, an impressionable, friendless, pliable President." Bernard Fay, Bache's
first major biographer, joins them in depicting Bache acting on Jefferson's orders in
printing editorials favorable to Adams. However, those critics, past and present, who
consider his editorial stance toward Adams in early 1797 merely an opportunistic
strategy undertaken at the direction of his mentors Jefferson and Madison, ignore
Madison's early lack of enthusiasm about the possibility of an Adams-Jefferson
entente. Shortly after the election he had warned Jefferson that by being too friendly to the new President he would alienate his followers and compromise the integrity of the Democratic-Republican organization should the need arise for renewed
opposition. 7 '
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Jefferson's diary for this period, the Anas, records his growing awareness that
Adams was unprepared to abandon the High Federalists in the Cabinet. Only two
days after the inauguration, Adams, who earlier had promised him that he would
nominate Madison special envoy to Paris, curtly rejected this option. "He immediately said that, on consultation, some objections to that nomination had been raised
which he had not contemplated; and we took leave; and he never after that said one
word to me on the subject, or ever consulted me as to any measures of the government," Jefferson wrote. He had accurately conjectured that Adams's cabinet had
forced him to abandon friendly overtures to the opposition. "The opinion I formed
at the time on this transaction," he recalled later, "was, that Mr. Adams . .. thought,
for a moment, to steer impartially between the parties; that Monday, the 6th of
March, being the first time he had met his cabinet, on expressing ideas of this kind,
he had been at once diverted from them, and returned to his former party views."
Virginia Congressman John Dawson observed a few months later that the administration avoided appointing Jeffersonians to office. Moreover, Jefferson himself had
told him that Adams "has not opened his lips to him on politicks [sic] since his
appointment." Since Jefferson had spent the crucial weeks from March 20 to May 5
at home in Monticello and did not return to Philadelphia until May 21, there was
little time for him to confer with or influence Bache or other Democraic-Republicans
about Adams. His absence may have relieved Hamiltonians like South Carolina
Congressman William L. Smith, who observed in April: "Jefferson lodged at Francis'
Hotel (with Adams) while here, attended the [American] Philosophical Society of
which he is President, made a dissertation about a Lion's claw, and soon after
returned to Monticello."72 This may have been one of Jefferson's frequent retreats to
the haven of domesticity in the face of political frustration, similar to his past acts in
retiring from the governorship of Virginia in 1781 and as Secretary of State in 1793.
Perhaps he had already abandoned thoughts of an entente with Adams.
Jefferson's and Madison's early misgivings about the feasibility of cooperation
between the new President and their followers, ostensibly verified by Jefferson's experience, help explain their later anxiety and mistrust when Adams called a special session of Congress.7 Since Bache, by contrast, praised Adams's action, it seems clear
that the Democratic-Republican leaders were not in close contact with the
Philadelphia editor, certainly not to the point of dictating editorial policy. Bache
either was ignorant of, or chose to ignore, Adams's rebuff to Jefferson as early as the
first week of the new administration, and his and Madison's pessimistic appraisal of
Adams's motives in convening Congress. Bache's virulent Federalist critics failed to
draw the logical conclusion: that he pursued an independent policy during the
Adams administration's first months, impelled by hope for party accommodation and
reconciliation, rather than taking on a mission to flatter the new President into docility at the urging of Jefferson and Madison.
In this connection, we should. note that Bache supported the Constitution in
1787. His newspaper favored the Washington administration's policies, including
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Hamilton's funding program, neutrality in the wars of the French Revolution, and
the unpopular whiskey excise tax. In 1793, he joined in espousing the anti-aristocratic ethos fostered by the French Revolution. But even in 1794, the Aurora favored
governmental suppression of the Whiskey Rebellion, not wavering in that position
until the year's end. Bache printed both sides on the issue of Hamilton's fiscal policy as late as 1795. In contrast with Philip Freneau's National Gazette, which attacked
Hamilton unsparingly by early 1792, Bache's Aurora showed forbearance in turning
to opposition. 74 What Joseph J. Ellis says about American writers at the close of the eighteenth
century seems to hold for Bache: "Like most men, as they moved one foot forward
into the future, they left the other firmly planted in the past."75 Forrest McDonald
notes the congruence between presidents and kings and the former office's import in
providing Americans with a symbol of stability and a transitional bridge from monarchy to republicanism after 1776: "Reverence toward the Crown was a deep-rooted
habit in the English-speaking world, and love of the president as king-surrogate was
a crucial social adhesive for the diffuse and pluralistic infant United States." 76
A member and leading spokesman of this "transitional" generation, Bache
inherited its ideals. It is thus not difficult to see the reasoning behind his eager support for Adams or its evanescence. Unlike the apotheosized, aloof Washington or the
humanistic, popular Jefferson, Adams stood between the poles of regal, Olympian
distance and gracious familiarity with his constituents. He was a paradigmatic
"Patriot President." However, his penchant for puritanical dourness, pompous selfpity, and brooding indignation, along with his advocacy of fixed "social orders" represented within a "balanced government," were incompatible with the ideals of the
emerging democratic republic. Dedicated to inculcating populist republican principles and to promoting the majority will, it was inevitable that Bache and his newspaper would abandon a President who persisted in carrying out the wishes of what
they perceived as a minority "faction" that disappointed the people's hopes for peace
with France.17
A combination of political necessity and ideological conviction forced Bache
and the Democratic-Republicans to renounce Adams, the embodiment of the strong
executive they had traditionally feared, and proclaim their confidence in the wisdom
and integrity of the people. Rather than the austere reason and virtue of the Patriot
President, independent of conspiratorial and factious influence, Bache now looked to
the people's common sense to save the republic.78
Historians have pointed out the persistence of "monarchical tendencies" in the
thoughts of many Americans as late as the 1790's.79American affinity for monarchy,
under which they had lived for nearly two centuries, was not easily left behind. In a
subtle way, the split between Adams and the Jeffersonian Aurora in 1797 helped set
the Democratic-Republican party, and thereby the United States, on the road from
"monarchy"-belief in the benevolent, independent statesman or Patriot President,
who they had hoped and predicted Adams would personify'8o--to "democracy," the
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notion that the majority of voters, the "People," were not merely, through their legislative deputies, the only legitimate policy-making authority, but by means of their
own intuition or "common sense," could correctly decide vital national questions.8 "
Following the failure of the second mission to France and its aftermath (17971798) and the repressive Federalist Alien and Sedition laws, Bache's disillusionment
became complete. 8 2 It was only then, when the Sedition Act and other measures

denied the opposition equal freedom to compete in the electoral arena and its legitimacy was threatened, that the Democratic-Republican party emerged as an organized
political force with its own ad hoc committees in preparation for the elections to be
held in 1800.
The failure of the Philadelphia Auroras attempt at cooperation with Adams in
1797, as this study has tried to point out, was among the less salient factors involved
in the ultimate renunciation of "monocratic" ideals by the American electorate, the
eventual maturation of a two-party system by 1828, and the rise of a democratic
party and a democratic ideology in the United States. Although in the twentieth century it has become customary for opposition newspapers to call a political truce in
the first weeks of a new administration, there was nothing preordained about Bache's
ill-fated courtship of Adams during the first presidential "honeymoon." Obviously
Bache was setting journalistic precedents, not following them, in pursuing a friendly
editorial policy toward the incoming administration in its first months. Persisting in
its stance despite the mockery of Federalist editors like Fenno, Cobbett, and Webster,
the Aurora's ephemeral encomia to Adams as the independent statesman or "Patriot
President" (a phrase used by Clinton Rossiter and Richard Hofstadter) were silenced
after the President turned his back on party accommodation by appointing a
Federalist delegation to negotiate with the French. 83
Ironically, "the defeat of aristocratic values in American politics"84
"of which
the Aurora's repudiation of Adams was symptomatic-was followed by the triumph
of the principle of party loyalty that Bache had denounced so vehemently in 1797.
Rather than strive to be "Presidents above Party," America's chief executives henceforth were to be judged by their zeal and success as party leaders. As a recent study
puts it: "For the post-Jacksonian president, the obligation to be a party leader has in
general been accepted not only dutifully but also enthusiastically."85 But Benjamin
Franklin Bache did not live long enough to observe these changes. He died in
September, 1798, a victim of Federalist persecution for seditious libel under the common law during the "XYZ war fever" against France, and of Philadelphia's catastrophic yellow fever epidemic." 6
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